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Has the child been 
through a solid 
kindergarten 

program?

no LEVEL A

yes

Does the child  
know their    

addition facts        
up to 10?

no LEVEL A

yes

Does the child   
know addition   
facts to 18?

no LEVEL B

yes

Activities for Learning, Inc.
RIGHTSTART™ MATHEMATICS

Starting Level Questionnaire
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Does the child 
understand place 
value to 1000? 

no LEVEL B

yes
no, but the child    

can compare 
numbers to 1000

Can the child add      
2-digit numbers  

(87+44)?
no LEVEL B

yes

Does the child    
know their 
subtraction       

facts?

no LEVEL C

yes

Can the child 
subtract 4-digit 

numbers                   
(8044-5728)? 

no LEVEL C

yes
no, but the child    

can subtract                     
3-digit numbers

Does the child 
understand simple  

multiplication        
(3 rows of 4          

is 12)?

no LEVEL C

yes
no, but knows 

multiplication as 
repeated addition
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Does the child   
know the 

multiplication      
facts to 100?

no LEVEL D

yes

Can the child  
multiply a 3-digit 

number by a           
1-digit number 

(593x6)? 

no LEVEL D

yes

Can the child    
divide with 
remainders    

(7÷2)?

no LEVEL D

yes

Does the child 
understand 3/4          

as three 1/4s and 
solve                       

3/4 + ___= 1?

no LEVEL D

yes

Does the child 
understand 

decimals to two 
places and read   

and write numbers    
to 99 million?

no LEVEL E

yes
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Can the child 
understand and    

use simple 
percents?

no LEVEL E

yes

Does the child 
understand prime 
numbers and can 
factor numbers           

into primes?

no LEVEL E

yes

Does the child    
know division     
facts and do          
short division?

no LEVEL E

yes

Can the child add            
and subtract    

simple fractions?
no LEVEL E

yes

Can the child 
convert between 

improper fractions 
and mixed 
fractions?

no LEVEL E

yes
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GEOMETRIC 
APPROACH
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Does the child 
understand 

decimals to two 
places and read and 

write numbers to               
99 million?

no LEVEL E

yes

Can the child 
understand and use 

simple percents?
no LEVEL E

yes

Does the child 
understand prime 
numbers and can 
factor numbers           

into primes?

no LEVEL E

yes

Does the child know 
division facts and        
do short division?

no LEVEL E

yes

Starting Level Questionnaire
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Can the child add            
and subtract simple 

fractions?
no LEVEL E

yes

Can the child 
convert between 

improper fractions 
and mixed 
fractions?

no LEVEL E

yes

GEOMETRIC 
APPROACH


